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Michael
Smith
Designed initially as a rental investment

a great deal of time during construction

room fireplace to help anchor the overall

for a couple approaching their empty

revising the design to capture this view”

design aesthetic. The neutral color pal-

nest years, the owners instead turned

according to Smith.

ette on the walls evokes a vision of sand

their focus towards their own future in

Like similar projects Smith has worked

from the nearby beach while the sight

the house, bringing in Wilton based ar-

on, this was “Influenced heavily by the

and smells of the water from Long Island

chitect, Michael Smith, to help realize

coastal New England vernacular” inside

Sound fill your senses as you gaze out

that dream.

and out. Small, separate rooms were

atop this cottage by the sea.

Located on Belle Island in Rowayton,

opened up to create a light, informal cot-

Connecticut, the project faced several

tage feel that was casual yet elegant.

obstacles. Local zoning restrictions and

Natural light streams into the living ar-

tight constraints due to the size of the

eas of the new third level courtesy of the

site, were just a few Smith had to work

magnificent Palladian window, as well

around. In addition, the existing cottage

as through French doors that were used

structure had to be retained and could

to connect interior spaces and replace

not be expanded outside of the origi-

some of the original, small double-hung

nal footprint of the house. The solution

windows. The eclectic blending of tra-

was an addition that went upward, not

ditional and transitional furnishings has

outward. Smith was also mindful not to

been combined with cottage-style de-

overwhelm the surrounding properties

sign elements such as horizontal panel-

in the immediate neighborhood, and as

ing and a stone surround on the living

Michael Smith Architects L.L.C.
462 Danbury Road
Wilton, Connecticut 06897
203.563.0553
michaelsmitharchitects.com
Builder: Total Care
An affiliate of Country Club Homes
462 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT
203.210.7080
Interior Design: DHdesign
David Hammond
59 Ferris Hill Road
New Canaan, CT 06840
917.414.2958
davidhammonddesign.org

a result the house was smaller (1800
square feet +/-) but in keeping with those
around it.
Drawing inspiration from the “informal
beachy feel of the Belle Island community” and from the quaintness of the “existing dilapidated cottage”, Smith worked
closely with the couple to include those
design elements most important to this
project. The existing wrap-around porch
was to be maintained and additional
porches were to be created to take advantage of the panoramic water views.
This collaboration was particularly important when it came to adding a roof
deck to the new third level. “We spent
East Coast Home + Design
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project is a unique response to the individual client’s interests and situation. Each of our houses is a creative and
thoughtful response to these criteria. We are not selling
an image or a product, but rather a creative design service
and methodology that seeks to find the best overall design
solution for your particular site and lifestyle.

renovations, civic and commercial projects. He takes a holistic approach to the
process of design, whereby each project
evolves as a unique response to the client’s intentions, as
well as the site and surrounding context. “I begin each project by observing such things as the landscape, topography,
surrounding views, and the site’s orientation to the sun and
prevailing breezes, so that I can design with these things in
mind. My goal is to create houses that are light and airy,
that function well, that blend seamlessly into the natural
and built environment, and that are beautiful to both look
out of as well as look at.”

Luxury
Resource Guide 2010-2011
JONATHAN WAGNER, AIA ARCHITECTS
(203) 454-1821
www.jwaia.com
Jonathan Wagner, AIA is an architect practicing in Weston,
CT specializing in imaginative high end residential and
commercial projects. A passion for regionalism (especially
New England
Colonial
architecture)
Michael
Smith
Architects
L.L.C.and a Cornell training in Modernism
462 Danbury Road, Wilton, Connecticut
06897 influences all of his
203.563.0553, michaelsmitharchitects.com
work, with the appropriate measure of
both incorporated into each project.
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hasa recent
designed
a
Magazine,
with
award
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“blurring the traditional/contemporary frontier”.
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President
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of architecture regardless of the style or type of building.
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859 Post Road, Darien, CT 06820
(203) 531-1588
203.655.9340, neilhauckarchitects.com
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Pat
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creating
Pat Miller
home
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in
lower
Fairfield
home renovations in lower Fairfield
County since 1980. From traditional to
County since 1980. From traditional to
shingle style to contemporary, her apshingle style to contemporary, her approach to design is to create something
proach to design is to create something
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that
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and
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Pat Miller House,” a home that combines great design and
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function with charm.

PETER CADOUX ARCHITECTS
35 Post Road West, Westport, CT 06880
PETER CADOUX ARCHITECTS
203.227-4304, cadouxaia.com

35 Post Road West
Westport, CT 06880
(203) 227-4304
www.cadouxaia.com

The son of a builder, Peter Cadoux grew
the
Rhode Island School of Design.
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HUELSTER DESIGN STUDIO, LLC
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ROBERT DEAN ARCHITECTS
111 Cherry Street, New Canaan, CT 06840
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Robert Dean describes himself as “an academic architect
of the old school”, with an intimate knowledge of the history of architecture and a willingness
7/6/10
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